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Chiara is responsible for the Italian corporate portfolio credit 

assessment at Europe Arab Bank plc since 2009, with coverage also on 

UK and US customers since 2016.  

Before that, Chiara worked for one of the main Italian financial 

institutions in a similar role.  

Chiara is passionate about her job and the international culture she 

briefs every day working in an interesting cultural environment, a bit 

European and a bit Middle Eastern.  

Chiara joined PWN Milan in March 2018. She took 

part to the mentoring program as double role of 

Mentor to young female professional and Mentee, as 

she believes we never stop learning from other 

people. She is actively working at improving 

work-life and gender equality in EAB, despite the 

cultural challenges.  

Chiara knows we can do more: for this reason, she 

has recently founded with four friends a start-up to enable better 

utilisation of public spaces; during April 2019 “Salone del Mobile” the 

start-up presented its showcase to the public. 

 

Chiara would like to become PWN Board Member in order to help 

the other Members to carry on the goal of the association. She really 

believes in the importance of change the culture within companies and 

organisations. In order to pursue it, it is important to start from sharing 

experiences and knowledge, developing skills and competencies to 

empower the professional women to do it: thus the need for a real ‘glocal’ 

network.  
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For the year to come, Chiara’s vision for the organisation is to carry 

on the good work done so far, trying to: 

1.Reinforce inclusion of the new members; 

2.Improve members’ participation rate to events and meeting; 

3.Add where possible themed meeting or round tables, i.e. meeting 

where women part of the same professional area have the opportunity 

to meet, exchange views and discuss new ideas, business propositions 

and also how to manage specific critical issues.  
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